YOM CHI TAEKWON-DO ASSOCIATION

R

NEW MEXICO STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS
October 14, 2017
Eastern New Mexico Taekwon-Do Clovis Branch
504 Mitchell, Clovis, New Mexico

Registration must be received by October 7, 2017, all events will be bracketed in
advance no registration will be accepted at the door.
ORDER OF EVENTS:			8:00 AM		Opening Ceremonies
					8:30 AM		Team Patterns
							Black Belt Patterns (1st - 5th Dan)
							Colored Belt Patterns							
							Colored Belt Sparring
							Black Belt Sparring (1st - 5th Dan)
							Power Breaking (all day)
							Self-Defense		

TAEKWON-DO PATTERNS:

This patterns competition will be for Chang Hon traditional style patterns only. If you do a pattern that is not recognized as one of the
25 Chang Hon patterns you will receive a no score. The black belts competitors will do one mandatory and one pattern of their choice.
Color belts will choose their pattern for competition. Black belts will go head-to-head, the colored belts will be scored using the flip
card 5 to 10 point scoring system and compete one at a time.

TEAM PATTERNS:

Team patterns will be traditional patterns only. Team members must all be performing the same pattern. The team will be made up of
3 - 5 person teams of sorted belt ranks. No team may have more than half it’s members black belts. Example: A five member team may
have only two black belts and the other three must be of colored belt rank. Teams will not be scored on entering or exiting of the floor.

CONTINUOUS FREE SPARRING:

We will using one two-minute round. The rings will be run using YCTA Continuous sparring rules and regulations the contact will be
controlled. Head gear is mandatary at all levels. One, two or three points will be awarded depending on the technique used. Time will
run straight through and will only be stopped in the case of an injury or equipment failure. YCTA Tournament Rules books will be
circulated around the tournament floor or contact your state administrator for a copy. Weight must be filled in on the registration form
if you compete in sparring. If a fighters weight is in question, that fighter weight will be checked.

POWER BREAKING:

Power breaking is only offered to Red and Black Belts who are 13 years or older. Any special breaking rules will be provided the day
of the tournament.

SELF-DEFENSE:
Competitors are to pre-select a demonstration partner, who will attack only. Competitors will be judged in pairs and perform a defense against two attacks selected by the judging panel, one attack at a time, appropriate to the competitor’s rank.
The judging Panel will vote on the best performance and the winner will advance to the next round.
GRAND CHAMPIONS:

To be eligible for grand champion you must be red or black belt rank and 13 years old or older. You cannot have been disqualified
during any event. Medals in team patterns will not apply. Each Gold medal earned in Patterns, Sparring, Self-defense and Breaking
will count as 3 points. Each Silver medal will count as 2 points and each Bronze medal will count as 1 point toward Grand Champion.
Grand Champion points will then be multiplied by the number of competitors in the bracket then added to the individual’s total. The
person with the most points wins. One Grand Champion award will be given for each of the following groups, Adult Male, Adult
Female, Junior Male and Junior Female competitors.

LODGING:

Listed in order of quality not prices. Portales is a 30 minute drive from the tournament location.
La Quinta Suites
575 763-8777		
4521 N. Prince, Clovis
BestWestern Clovis
575 762-5600		
2912 Mabry Drive, Clovis
Holiday Inn Express
575 356-4723		
1901 West 2nd Street, Portales
Super 8 Motel		
575 356-8518		
1709 West 2nd Street, Portales

